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Purpose of the Report
1

To present to members the Customer Feedback Report for quarter
three, 2019/20 (full report attached at Appendix 2).

Executive Summary
2

This report brings together a range of information collected from our
customers which highlights their experiences of using our services.
Unless otherwise stated, all information relates to the 12 months ending
31 December 2019, compared to the same period last year.

3

The report includes an overview of Customer Services contact; recent
customer developments; a summary of customer satisfaction through
surveys and compliments; a selection of customer suggestions and their
outcomes; an overview of comments relating to our policies, procedures
and decision-making and our performance in dealing with complaints
(both statutory and corporate). The report also highlights recent
developments that enhance the customer experience.

4

We will use this information to further develop our services, inform
policy decisions and our transformation programme, and support the
use of digital tools, techniques and processes to improve the customer
experience.

5

We will continue to work throughout 2019/20, to improve the
consistency and quality of the data in this report, as well as the range of
customer feedback.

6

Much of the information contained within this report is extracted from
our Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system and in most
cases relates to our Customer Services Team. Over the coming
months, we will be working with teams across the authority to expand
the report to better reflect the entire council.

Recommendation
7

Members are recommended to note the information in the report.

Background
8

Successful organisations understand their customers and one way to
gain this valuable insight is by gathering and utilising customer
feedback. This information, provided by customers as to whether they
are satisfied or dissatisfied with our services and about their general
experience, is a resource for improving customer experience and
determining our actions in line with our customers’ needs.

Background papers


None

Other useful documents


Previous Customer Feedback reports

Author
Victoria Murray

Tel: 03000 267707

Tom Gorman

Tel: 03000 268027

Appendix 1: Implications
Legal Implications
Not applicable.

Finance
Information on financial remedies in relation to the Local Government and
Social Care Ombudsman is included within the report

Consultation
None

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty
Complaints regarding any equality and diversity aspect are handled in
consultation with the Council’s Equality Team.

Climate Change
None

Human Rights
None

Crime and Disorder
None

Staffing
None

Accommodation
None

Risk
None

Procurement
None
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REVIEW OF CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT
Non Service Request
Contact

Top 10 Service Requests by channel

Top 3 service request methods

Flytipping
Cust Services Appt

‘Do it online’
self-service
portal

176,431

7%

General enquiry
Bin - not emptied
Document receipt
Bin (new/replace/repair)

114,083

Telephone

5%

Council tax account
Bulky waste
Join garden waste scheme

Face-toface

Waste Permits

28%

39,295

Self-service portal

155k
accounts in
use

48% of all
service requests
via self-service
portal

19% of all
contact via selfservice portal

13,553

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

28,783

26,139

23,349

10,246

May

20,246

6,754

Apr

16,913

3,528

Number of 'do it online' self-service account
creation requests (YTD)

Dec

Telephone

10,000

20,000

Face to face

30,000

40,000

Other contact method

Our Customer Services Team
also responded to more than
570,000 non-service
requests from our customers.
This included:
 providing general policy
advice
 transferring calls to the
appropriate department /
organisation
 booking appointments
 providing updates about
service requests

Customer Services
(ACD)
• 572,029 calls
• 98% answered
• 94% answered within 3
minutes
Other ACD lines
• 534,313 calls
• 93% answered
• 91% answered within 3
minutes

15,888

Top 5
requests

document
receipts

11,303

Customer
Services Appts
(c/tax & housing
benefit)

2,176 bulky
waste (incl.
white goods
collection)

2,895 waste
permits

1,032 general
enquiries

Recent Customer Developments
1

Broadly speaking, telephone calls we receive are either through our Automatic Call
Distribution (ACD) system, which routes calls to groups of agents based on a firstin-first-answered criteria, or directly to a telephone extension (non-ACD).

2

To date, only calls received via our ACD system have been included in our
telephone statistics. However, as part of our initiative to develop a customerfocused, one-council approach to service delivery, we are transferring non-ACD
lines into the ACD system. This change supports the development of a holistic view
of telephony demand and performance across the council and allows us to monitor
and identify opportunities to improve and enhance the customer experience.

3

During quarter three, eight lines (equating to more than 11,000 calls) were
transferred to the ACD system: Early Help, Electoral Services, Newton Aycliffe
Leisure Centre (three lines), Refuse and Recycling, Trade Waste and Voluntary and
Community Service.

4

As lines are transferred the ACD reported call volumes increase, making it appear
as if telephone calls to the council is increasing. Like for like comparisons indicates
contact via telephone calls and face to face methods is decreasing whereas contact
via more digital methods is increasing. We will continue to monitor this situation as
the Integrated Customer Services Initiative continues and we form a more accurate
picture of customer contact.

5

Our Eckoh system (voice recognition for call transfer) is now live. During quarter
three, almost 6,000 calls were automatically diverted at first point of contact to the
required service. We are now completing an impact assessment to determine if
diverting these calls directly to services, rather than via the previous switchboard
system, is having a positive effect on our ability to deal with peaks in demand and
the creation of additional capacity for staff to deal with more complex cases. From 1
December, we surveyed our customers and 85% said they were satisfied with the
system.

6

We are now in the design phase of our web chat project and intend to implement
this system to key pages of our website by April 2020.

7

We are redesigning our website to support self-serve and have released a
prototype for staff and councillors to review. Feedback to date is positive with users
stating the site is easy to navigate, looks better, contains clear and easy to
understand information. The new website will be more accessible on mobile
devices.

8

Our online forms pilot for street lighting went live 22 November with evaluation to be
completed during quarter four.

9

We are working to digitise document receipt at our Customer Access Points (CAPs)
which receive almost 16,000 documents each year. Not only will this reduce traffic
into our CAPs, it will reduce avoidable travel for the customer and improve their
overall experience.

Future Customer Developments
10

We are continuing to explore the potential of new technologies and are currently
looking at multi-channel licensing to support our first point of contact team to handle
contacts via telephone, e-mail and web chat.

11

Customers can now provide feedback in relation to 83 different service requests,
five more than during quarter two. However, we are aware of variation in both
feedback and satisfaction levels across those service requests. We are exploring
options to increase the volume of questionnaires we circulate through improved
capture of email addresses and exploration of other contact channels.

12

71% of customers who responded to our customer satisfaction survey once their
CRM service request was closed (see Appendix 3 for list of service requests this
survey is applied to) said they were advised about the time it would take to resolve
their task. Whilst this is an improvement on the previous quarter, we continue to
complete detailed analysis of this area to understand the root cause of this problem
and implement actions to improve.

13

We are currently working to define targets for the questions posed in our customer
satisfaction questionnaire in order to better understand the feedback we receive
and monitor performance.

SUMMARY

92%

79%

Customer Satisfaction:
from the CRM closure process
(based on 6,747 responses)

found it easy
to contact the
right service

satisfied with
service
delivery

Customer Feedback: from the CRM including compliments,
suggestions and complaints

947
compliments
(-176)

140

521

suggestions
(-4)

122

objections to our
decisions

dissatisfied with
fees and charges

(-4)

(+54)

206

193

statutory
complaints

independent
investigation
requests

(+4)

72%
informed of
progress

Reasons for
dissatisfaction

189 comments
about policies and
procedures

83%

91%

informed of
length of time
to resolve task

felt they were
provided with
clear
information

felt they were
treated with
dignity and
respect

96%

86%

83%

felt request was
knowledgeably
& effectively
handled

satisfied with
the handling
of their initial
contact

satisfied with
time taken to
complete their
task

71%

(+17)

2,518

Insufficient updates / only
initial, automated message
/ too long before contact

Customer experience
of completing online
request

219

corporate
complaints

(based on 51,327 customers)

(-230)

97% investigated &
61% upheld*

No contact / not advised
work completed

 - 62%

293

 - 20%
 - 10%

74

decisions from the
Ombudsman
14 complaints upheld
(19%)

Closed without work being
completed / issue not
resolved / not resolved
within timescales

 - 3%
521

 - 5%

Customer Satisfaction
14

Our customers can now provide feedback relating to their experience for 83
different service requests (see Appendix 3). This is five more than at the end
of quarter two, 2019/20.

15

24% of customers who logged a service request during December 2019 were
sent a customer satisfaction questionnaire via e-mail, and 10% of these
customers provided a response.

16

We are currently exploring options to increase the volume of questionnaires
we circulate (including continued capture of e-mail addresses and exploration
of other contact channels) in order to expand the range of feedback and
insight received.

17

Of the 6,747 responses received over the last 12 months, a third related to
three specific service areas:

18

Council Tax
(1,061)

Street
Lighting
(598)

Fly-tipping
(566)

Found it easy to contact
the right service

95%

96%

96%

Were informed how long it
would take to resolve task

78%

74%

71%

Were informed of progress

86%

72%

78%

Were satisfied with service
delivery

94%

84%

82%

We are aware of significant variation in feedback and satisfaction levels
across the different service requests and believe this is due to more emotive
requests encouraging greater participation.

19

To understand our customers’ appetite for online transactions, we asked
customers who did not request services through our website the reason why.
89% of the 4,044 replies fit into one of five key categories, listed below:
I thought it would
be easier/quicker
using another
method

I prefer to use
a different
method

It was an
urgent
enquiry

I tried online
but had
problems with
the system

I didn't know it
was available
online

1,185

911

651

522

388

29% of
respondents

23% of
respondents

16% of
respondents

13% of
respondents

8% of
respondents

Customer Compliments
20

In line with previous reports, most of the 947 compliments received related to
satisfaction with service provision. Others related to the actions of specific
individuals.

21

Over the last 18 months, there has been a steady decrease in the number of
compliments received. However, this corresponds to a steady increase in the
availability, and uptake, of the customer satisfaction survey linked to service
requests. We expect these trends to continue as we extend the availability of
the satisfaction survey and give more customers the opportunity to feedback
in this way.

22

A small sample of compliments from quarter three, 2019/20 is attached at
Appendix 1.

Customer Suggestions
23

Of the 521 suggestions received, more than 40% related to our household
waste collection service. However, the majority of those submitted have been
addressed previously and/or considered as part of service development, for
example:
Proposal

Our response

Rather than a
Different options for collection containers were
separate container to looked at prior to alternate weekly collections being
collect glass, can
introduced. This was one of them, however it was
calculated that a caddy (or insert), would reduce the

bins be fitted with an
insert.

capacity in the blue-lidded recycling bin when we
needed extra capacity to cater for the average
household’s recycling.

Remove charge for
garden waste
collections.

Due to continuing financial pressure, we must
charge a fee for the garden waste collection service
to ensure that it can continue.

24

Other regular suggestions involve changes to our road system. However,
when looked at in the context of countywide traffic flows, the suggested
change would have a knock-on effect to traffic flows elsewhere.

25

A sample of new suggestions received during quarter three and our response
is attached at Appendix 2.

Comments about our policies and procedures, objections to
our decision making and dissatisfaction with fees and
charges
26

More than two-thirds of this feedback related to one of the following three
areas:

Refuse and recycling
policy

Objections to operational
decisions

Council tax charges

124

106

49

27% of all feedback

24% of all feedback

11% of all feedback

mainly our policy of
not emptying
contaminated bins
(incl. recycling in black
bags)

mainly planning decisions,
enforcement activity and
decisions relating to
highway works (incl.
temporary diversions /
road closures)

mainly charges due to
non-payment or bailiff
action, and increase in
2019/20 council tax

Customer complaints
27

Within this document each of the complaint types (statutory complaints that
arise from our duties as a local social services authority and corporate
complaints that cover all other complaints) is subject to its own processes and
policy, so is reported separately.

STATUTORY COMPLAINTS
Adult and Health Services

Children and Young People’s Service

78 complaints

128 complaints
Lack of communication

Disputed decision - disagree with
an explanation or decision

+5 (up 7%)

Disputed decision

Finance - charging policy

12% upheld and 40%
partially upheld

10% upheld and 27%
partially upheld

• 25 complaints

20
0

Q4
2017/18

Q1

Q2

Q3

2018/19

Adults open to AHS (point in time)

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2019/20
Complaints (rolling 12 months)

140
120
100
80
60

3,677

40

115

128

3,657

17,418

17,672

17,597

17,624

17,347

17,341

16,943

17,365

60

109

123

3,470

80

137

3,785

78

129

3,817

73

129

3,769

80

160
140

3,478

81

4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
-

3,420

100
86

• 22 complaints

Trend - service users and complaints

102
87

Staff attitude

78% completed within
timescale

• 11 complaints

Trend - service users and complaints
91

• 33 complaints

Staff attitude

100% completed
within timescale

17,800
17,600
17,400
17,200
17,000
16,800
16,600
16,400
16,200
16,000

• 69 complaints

-1 (down 1%)

• 28 complaints

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

40
20
0

2017/18

2018/19

children receiving social care (point in time)

2019/20
Complaints (12 month rolling)

Statutory complaints
28

Over the last 12 months approximately 17,500 people received an Adult
Health Service care package and, at any one time, our statutory social care
teams support approximately 3,800 children and young people.

29

Complaints about these services are not comparable. Generally Adult Health
Service users request access to the service we are providing, whereas many
Children and Young People Service (CYPS) service users are involved as
intervention is required as part of the safeguarding / legal process.

30

Complaints often cover a wide range of issues that are pertinent to individual
families.

Adult and Health Services
31

Of the 78 complaints received, 43.5% related to Older People / Physical
Disabilities / Sensory Impairment (34). A further 22% related to Learning
Disabilities / Mental Health / Substance Misuse (17).

32

Nine complaints related to external providers.

33

During quarter three, in response to complaints received, we:
(a)

took improvement action with a Shared Lives carer in relation to
recordings and the management of someone with diabetes who is
placed in their care, in order to improve their personal performance and
the quality of service experienced by those utilising the placement.

(b)

adjusted the final account for a service user’s care charges in
recognition of those dates where the Council could categorically
establish from the evidence available that the charge was
inappropriate.

(c)

raised issues at a strategic partnership level with partner agencies
relating to how professionals work together when responding to
safeguarding concerns in order to promote more effective co-operation.

Children and Young People’s Services
34

The majority of these complaints (78%) related to Families First teams (100).

35

During quarter three, in response to complaints received, we have:
(a)

reminded staff of the need to sit apart from both parents, where this is
possible within court buildings and be mindful of how their demeanour
might be perceived by each parent.

(b)

put action in place to ensure there is no delay for young people within a
Young Offenders Institution receiving their weekly allowance.

(c)

reminded fostering social workers about the practice of appropriate
communication with parents whose children are in foster care.

(d)

worked with legal services to ensure action was put in place so that
social workers are correctly informed of the date and venue of court
hearings.

CORPORATE COMPLAINTS

43% of complaints relate to 3 issues:
9.4 days
average time
to respond to
complaints

Missed collections

• 522
• 74% upheld

57

87%

61% of all

complaints
responded to
within agreed
timescale

complaints
were upheld

76

NOV-19

SEP-19

103

70
84
74
95

147

94

131

MAR-19

67

117

• 16% of all complaints

18
19

• 155
• 74% upheld

18
12

Jan-19

• 6% of all complaints

Apr-19

Jul-19

181
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74

196
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67
73

251

87

Complaints (12 month rolling)

300,000

Sep-18

88

264

4000

Aug-18

59

206

NOV-18

Oct-19

350,000

Jul-18

77
113

JUL-18

Service Requests (12 months rolling)

71

230

JAN-19

50

Staff practices

Jun-18

92

158

MAY-19

• 397
• 91% upheld

May-18

110

116

Correspondence issues

Apr-18

90

155

JUL-19

102

107
122

• 21% of all complaints

75

Top 3 complaint service areas:
Waste
Revenues and
Collection and
Clean & Green
Benefits
Disposal
63% upheld

78% upheld

30% upheld

54

0

independent
investigations requested

Ombudsman
complaints upheld

(quarter three)

(quarter three)

Corporate Complaints
36

Although more than 50% of complaints related to our waste collection service,
with missed collections continuing to be the most frequent cause of complaint,
it should be noted that this highly visible frontline service completes more than
12 million refuse and recycling collections, almost a million garden waste
collections and 32,000 bulky collections annually.

37

Missed collection complaints reduced by more than half (-561) and there was
a 12 percentage point decrease in the number of complaints found to be
justified compared to the same period last year. This is the main reason for
the overall reduction in both the number of complaints received and the
percentage justified.

38

This reduction followed a change to the complaints process which recategorised disputed missed collection service requests as complaints. This
change increased visibility of this complaint type which allowed us to identify
hotspots and key trends and drive discussions with the refuse and recycling
teams. By addressing and better managing the disputed missed collections
(which mainly related to contamination) we have successfully reduced contact
of this type. Our Complaints Team have also completed work with the service
area to assess whether complaints are categorised as justified / not justified
and support the effectiveness of responses.

39

In addition, where we are able, if our crews are unable to collect a bin due to,
for example, access issues, we will send text messages to the affected
households informing them of the situation and what we will do to resolve it.

40

In line with previous reports, the majority of the correspondence complaints
were from customers who had received a contamination notice they believed
should have been sent to somebody else (due to, for example, the bin in
question not being presented or being emptied as usual with no contamination
sticker placed on it).

41

We have increased our activity to reduce contamination and, as a result, more
contaminated bins continue to be identified. Of the 16,529 contamination
notices issued during the 12 months ending 31 December 2019, 98% reached
the correct recipient (no change compared to the figure reported in quarter
two). The majority of the disputed 2% continue to be due to difficulties
identifying the house to which the bin belongs, which is most noticeable in the
back streets. We have reminded crews to double check addresses before
logging contamination on Bartec and continue to reiterate the importance of

following our contamination procedure at toolbox talks. As a result we are
beginning to see a reduction in these complaints:
43

37
28

35

41

37
27

24

Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

28

20

15

9

Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

42

Half of staff practice complaints related to refuse and recycling crews not
returning bins to bin collection points (78 complaints). Other complaints
related to staff making a mess / not cleaning up after themselves (eight) and
leaving gates open (eight).

43

Of the 33,301 waste permit requests processed over the last 12 months, 15
were refused access to the site. Reasons for refusal included:






Staff on site had reason to believe waste was being deposited by a
landlord and not a resident.
Vehicle identified as too long once on site.
Wrong name on permit.
Turning up later than 15 minutes before closing
Items did not match description on permit.

Corporate complaints subjected to independent investigation
44

During the year, 193 complainants remained dissatisfied with their response
(54 during quarter three) and requested that we consider escalating their
complaint to the Customer Feedback Team for independent investigation.

54

independent
investigations
requested

53 (98%)

progressed
to
investigation

34

investigations
completed

10 upheld
(8 partially
and 2 fully)

3 requests

awaiting
assessment*
(as at 1
January 2020)

*all investigations aim be completed within 30 working days

45

Details of complaints upheld by independent investigators during quarter three
are included in Appendix 4.

Complaints to the Local Government and Social Care
Ombudsman (the Ombudsman)
46

During the 12 months ending 31 December 2019, the Ombudsman delivered
decisions in relation to 74 complaints (19 during quarter three). Conclusions
were reached based on details supplied by complainants, and in some
instances, supplemented with contextual information from council officers.

5

not upheld

0

upheld

9

no further
action

5

outside their
jurisdiction

0

referred back for us
to deal with under
our complaints
procedure

47

There were no findings of maladministration and/or injustice during quarter
three, 2019/20.

48

Additional information regarding complaints escalated to the Ombudsman is
available here.

Appendix 1:
Sample of compliments received during quarter three, 2019/20
Jan – Dec 2019

83

Transport

99

Customer Services

116

AHS

124

Clean & Green
CYPS

0

Customer would like to pass on a huge thank you to
the staff who came out to clear a blocked drain just
outside of their property. They were very courteous
and competent, and made a huge difference to the
flooding because of the rain. They went out of their
way to clear not only the one drain reported but a
couple of others that were also blocked.
Thank you for sorting my
missed bin collection
yesterday. Very impressed
with how quickly it was
resolved.
Customer was very
impressed with the voice
recognition system – it
worked very smoothly and
even recognised their
Australian accent.

Congratulations on Lumiere
Durham. It was a wonderful
event!

Thanks for the
assistance in
organising a
community litterpick. Your staff
member is a
tremendous
ambassador for the
council. They are
extremely helpful
and go out of their
way to support our
community group even to the extent
of giving up time at
weekends to
participate.

Would you please pass on my thanks to your
colleagues at Annfield Plain Recycling Centre. The
site is well organised and the chaps were
unbelievably helpful and friendly. This was my first
visit to the centre and they helped me without
hesitation and nothing was a problem for them. Great
Service, lovely men.

Customer had several visits
from a pest control officer to
resolve an issue with mice.
They were very, very pleasant
and very, very helpful. They
explained things thoroughly and
clearly, which the customer
appreciated greatly. Officer
was amazing, patient and lovely
and customer is very happy
with the service.
Massive thank you to Care
Connect staff who take calls
from their parent and helped
them after a fall.
Care Connect has really made
an impact and they appreciate
all the help and care they
receive.
I would like to thank the team
for the recent work to improve
the footpath and driveways in
my street. A very professional
team that worked hard to
complete the job.
Customer thanked the Clean
and Green team for their quick
response in collecting a fly-tip
the same day that is was
reported.
As the garden waste recycling
service comes to its end for the
year, might I, through you, pass
on my thanks and appreciation
to the workforce who have
provided an excellent service in
some appalling weather
conditions.
We are very grateful for the
rapid action taken in supplying
grit for our roadway - as a deadend it's a lifeline for the
residents.

Appendix 2:
Sample of suggestions received during quarter three, 2019/20
Jan – Dec 2019

Roads and footpaths
Clean & Green
Strategic Waste

33
35
37

Garden Waste

47

Refuse & Recycling

110

You said: Customer suggested that CCTV cameras are installed in areas
where there is repeated fly-tipping.
We did: we deploy cameras to detect fly-tipping if the location meets the
following criteria: the location is away from domestic properties, there
have been multiple incidents over a short period of time, and a camera
can be installed and maintained without detection. However, we do not
reveal the location of cameras.

You said: Customer suggested that
garden waste collection dates are
changed to begin in March and end
in October.
We did: In order to balance service
provision against cost, 17 collections
are provided between April and
November each year. Our garden
waste public consultation – carried
out prior to the introduction of
charging – indicated that MarchNovember were the preferred months
for the scheme to run.

You said: Customer thinks
that our ‘do it online’ system is
great to log requests, but
suggested that we make it
easier to add additional
details.
We did: We are in the process
of reviewing the bulky
collection process and will
take this suggestions into
consideration as part of the
review.

Appendix 3: Satisfaction questionnaires are applied to the
following service requests

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Abandoned Shopping Trolleys
Abandoned Vehicles
Access Bus
Allotments
Animal Licence
Anti-Social Behaviour
Archaeology day - Order tickets
(not live yet - picked up when
needed)
8. Barriers
9. Bin - New, replacement, repair
10. Bins - Request help with your bin
11. Bins - Waste collections for
businesses
12. Birth, death or marriage certificate
13. Bollards
14. Bonfires
15. Book on Wheels
16. Built Structures
17. Bulky Waste, white goods
collection
18. Bus Stops and shelters
19. Car Park - Council Managed
20. Care Connect - Apply
21. Care Connect - VAT exemption
22. Children and Young People's
Network
23. Complaints
24. Council Tax - Change of payment
25. Council tax account
26. Council tax paperless billing
27. Customer Services Appointment
28. Dead Animal Removal
29. Dog bins or litter bins
30. Dog Fouling
31. Drainage and flooding
32. Dropped kerbs and disabled ramp
access
33. Durham Institute of Sport
34. Early Help Referral
35. Flyposting
36. Fly-tipping
37. Food Festival Trader Pitch
(Seaham)
38. Food Festival Trader Pitch
Application (Bishop Auckland)
39. Food Hygiene Rating Scheme:
Request a Re-visit
40. Free school travel - Apply
41. Garden waste - Appeal
42. Garden waste - Generic Enquiry
43. Garden waste - Join the scheme
44. Garden Waste Exchange your bin

45. Generic enquiry
46. Graffiti
47. Grass cutting, shrubs, and flower
beds
48. Gritting or snow clearance Request
49. Gypsy, Roma and Traveller sites
50. Invite our chairman to your event
51. Join your Area Action Partnership
52. Litter
53. Manhole and utility covers
54. Needles and drugs paraphernalia
55. Noise Complaint
56. Public Rights of Way and
countryside paths
57. Road Markings
58. Road or Footpath
59. Road or footpath obstruction vehicle
60. Road or pavement - spillage
61. Road or Footpath obstructions non vehicle
62. Road signs
63. Roadworks
64. Rubbish in gardens and yards
65. Salt bins
66. Sandbags
67. Seating benches
68. Spilt rubbish
69. Stray dogs
70. Stray horses
71. Street Lighting
72. Street name plates
73. Taxi – Operator
74. Taxi Licencing - Driver
75. Taxi Licencing - Vehicle
76. Taxis - Report an issue with a
driver
77. Traffic lights and crossings
78. Traffic safety and traffic calming
schemes
79. Tree or hedge pruning, removal
80. Walls and fences
81. Warm Homes
82. Waste Permits
83. Ways to Wellbeing

Appendix 4: Independent Investigations by Customer Feedback
Team where corporate complaints were upheld

Complaint

Action to be taken

Complainant dissatisfied with
our lack of action regarding
waste receptacles being left on
the footpath in a neighbouring
street and conflicting advice re
enforcement options available to
us.

Decision not to take further enforcement action
not upheld, however we should have
communicated this decision differently.

Complainant dissatisfied that we
do not prioritise access to Park
and Ride for those who
commute to Durham.

There is no requirement for us to provide a bus
service specifically for students or to prioritise
the needs of one service user over another.

Complainant dissatisfied that we
failed to enforce terms and
conditions of Howlands Park and
Rides site.

Complaint partially upheld.

Complainant dissatisfied with
events that occurred during their
child’s party at our leisure centre
and disruption caused by a fire
alarm.

Complaint partially upheld.

We have recommended that Neighbourhood
Protection and Highways review the way that
they respond to these enquiries and apologised
for the contact the complainant had to
undertake.

We have apologised for the delay in providing
additional buses to alleviate the disruption to
regular users over the summer period.

There was no evidence that we are avoiding
enforcement, however it is limited due to
resource and the restriction of CCTV
observations.

We acknowledge that a briefing should have
occurred at the commencement of the party as
required by our risk assessment.
However, events as they occurred on the day
prevented this briefing from taking place (rather
than failure to have appropriate processes in
place). We found that leisure centre staff
reacted appropriately to a fire and that
evacuation was completed to the satisfaction of
Durham Fire and Rescue service.

Complaint

Action to be taken

Complainant dissatisfied with
time taken to assess their
application for a bus pass, that it
wasn’t automatically awarded
and that there was no follow up
enquiries to their GP.

Complaint partially upheld.

Complainant dissatisfied that
they have had to repeatedly
contact us to request pothole
repairs.

Complaint upheld as the service did not
manage expectations and repairs were
overlooked.

Complainant dissatisfied with
lack of action regarding antisocial behaviour in their area.

Complaint partially upheld as Customer Service
Agent did not relay details of complainants
conversation to the Anti-Social Behaviour team
(they had to make a follow-up call) or pass
request to claim for loss of earnings to our
Corporate Insurance team as agreed.

Complainant dissatisfied with
service investigation and
response following an error
regarding council tax liability.

Complaint partially upheld.

Complainant dissatisfied with
continuous delays regarding
sale of land.

We did not delay negotiation of the Deed of
Release with a third party (a complicating factor
in this transaction), however we did prepare the
wrong version of the document necessitating
that a further deed was prepared to correct the
error (and adding to the timescale).

There was no fault regarding our decision not to
award the bus pass as an automatic qualifier,
however a GP assessment could have been
requested earlier.
We have apologised for this delay and are
reviewing our application process.

There was no fault in the procedure being
followed in relation to this matter. However, we
have apologised as the response from the
Assessment and Awards team did not
acknowledge that an additional investigation
was underway regarding a perceived data
breach.

We have apologised and the issue has now
been resolved.

Complaint
Complainant unhappy with our
decision not to undertake further
works to trees where they
believe earlier work did not
alleviate the problem.

Action to be taken
Complaint partially upheld.
Decision not to undertake further works is in
line with our current policies and procedures,
however we failed to effectively communicate
how we apply our tree management policy and
did not management expectations regarding
requests for work to be undertaken.

